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Abstract
We examine two competing effects of beliefs on conditional inferences. The suppression effect
occurs for conditionals, for example, “if she watered the plants they bloomed,” when beliefs about
additional background conditions, for example, “if the sun shone they bloomed” decrease the frequency of inferences such as modus tollens (from “the plants did not bloom” to “therefore she did
not water them”). In contrast, the counterfactual elevation effect occurs for counterfactual conditionals, for example, “if she had watered the plants they would have bloomed,” when beliefs about
the known or presupposed facts, “she did not water the plants and they did not bloom” increase
the frequency of inferences such as modus tollens. We report six experiments that show that
beliefs about additional conditions take precedence over beliefs about presupposed facts for counterfactuals. The modus tollens inference is suppressed for counterfactuals that contain additional
conditions (Experiments 1a and 1b). The denial of the antecedent inference (from “she did not
water the plants” to “therefore they did not bloom”) is suppressed for counterfactuals that contain
alternatives (Experiments 2a and 2b). We report a new “switched-suppression” effect for conditionals with negated components, for example, “if she had not watered the plants they would not
have bloomed”: modus tollens is suppressed by alternatives and denial of the antecedent by additional conditions, rather than vice versa (Experiments 3a and 3b). We discuss the implications of
the results for alternative theories of conditional reasoning.
Keywords: Counterfactuals; Conditional reasoning; Suppression; Beliefs

1. Introduction
Knowledge affects the inferences that people make in everyday hypothetical reasoning,
and different sorts of knowledge have different effects. Consider, for example, the modus
tollens inference: When participants in experiments are given a conditional in the
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indicative mood, often called a factual conditional, such as “if she watered the plants they
bloomed,” and they are told, “the plants did not bloom,” about two-thirds of them make
the inference, “therefore she did not water them” (see Nickerson, 2015, for a review).
One striking effect of knowledge is that it can suppress such inferences. For example,
when participants know of an additional condition such as “if the sun shone on the plants
they bloomed,” the frequency with which they make the inference decreases dramatically
(Byrne, 1989). An equally striking effect of knowledge is that it can elevate such inferences. For example, when participants are given a conditional in the subjunctive mood,
often called a counterfactual conditional, such as, “If she had watered the plants they
would have bloomed,” they recover the known or presupposed facts, “she did not water
the plants and they did not bloom” and the frequency with which they make the modus
tollens inference increases dramatically (Byrne & Tasso, 1999). Our aim is to examine
the conflicting influence of these two different sorts of beliefs on conditional inferences.
We report six experiments that examine whether participants make inferences such as
modus tollens for counterfactuals, which convey presupposed facts, when they also know
about additional background conditions.
Our question is: Which will take precedence in reasoners’ inferences, their beliefs
about additional background conditions, for example, that sun is needed as well as water
for the plants to bloom, or their beliefs about the presupposed facts, for example, that in
fact, she did not water the plants and they did not bloom? There are at least three potential answers: (a) Knowledge about background conditions will over-ride knowledge about
the presupposed facts so that inferences such as modus tollens will be suppressed, compared to situations without such knowledge; (b) Knowledge about presupposed facts will
over-ride knowledge about background conditions so that inferences such as modus tollens will be elevated; or (c) Knowledge about the presupposed facts will compete equally
with knowledge about background conditions, and since they pull in opposite directions,
inferences such as modus tollens will be made at the same frequency in situations with
both sorts of knowledge as in situations without any such knowledge.
Different answers are suggested to this question by different theories of human reasoning. We first outline the predictions derived from theories of reasoning based on the idea
that people simulate possibilities, which predict answer (a): Knowledge of additional conditions will take precedence over knowledge of the presupposed facts. Next, we report the
results of the six experiments that test these predictions. Then, we consider alternative
theories, including those based on the idea that people assess likelihood from prior beliefs,
which predict answer (b): Knowledge of the presupposed facts will take precedence over
knowledge of additional conditions. To begin, we describe the experimental evidence for
the two different effects of knowledge on conditional inferences in the next section.

2. Conditional suppression and counterfactual elevation
For a conditional such as “if she watered the plants they bloomed,” almost all participants in experiments make the inference from “she watered the plants” to “they
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bloomed,” called modus ponens by logicians (e.g., Jeffrey, 1981). About two-thirds of
them make the inference from “the plants did not bloom” to “she did not water them,”
called modus tollens in standard propositional logic (see Table 1). Similar frequencies are
observed for the denial of the antecedent inference from “she did not water the plants” to
“they did not bloom” and the affirmation of the consequent inference from “the plants
bloomed” to “she watered them” (e.g., Nickerson, 2015).
2.1. The suppression effect
Knowledge of additional background conditions suppresses inferences such as modus
ponens and modus tollens. For a pair of conditionals that contain an additional condition
(sometimes called an enabler), such as “if she watered the plants they bloomed, if the sun
shone they bloomed,” the frequency with which participants make the inferences is suppressed. When participants are told, “she watered the plants,” they no longer tend to
make the modus ponens inference “therefore they bloomed,” and when they are told “the
plants did not bloom,” they no longer tend to make the modus tollens inference “therefore
she did not water them” (Byrne, 1989). The additional condition has no effect on the
other two inferences (see Table 1). In contrast, knowledge of alternative conditions
Table 1
Four inferences from arguments based on a single conditional, the pattern of suppression for an additional
condition and an alternative condition, and the pattern of elevation for a counterfactual
Categorical Premise

Conclusion

Conditional premise
Modus ponens
Modus tollens
Affirm antecedent
Deny consequent

If she watered the plants they bloomed
She watered the plants
They bloomed
The plants did not bloom
She did not water them
The plants bloomed
She watered them
She did not water the plants
They did not bloom

Conditional premise
Additional condition
Modus ponens
Modus tollens
Affirm antecedent
Deny consequent

If she watered the plants they bloomed
If the sun shone on the plants they bloomed
She watered the plants
They bloomed—Suppressed
The plants did not bloom
She did not water them—Suppressed
The plants bloomed
She watered them
She did not water the plants
They did not bloom

Conditional premise
Alternative condition
Modus ponens
Modus tollens
Affirm antecedent
Deny consequent

If she watered the plants they bloomed
If it rained on the plants they bloomed
She watered the plants
They bloomed
The plants did not bloom
She did not water them
The plants bloomed
She watered them—Suppressed
She did not water the plants
They did not bloom—Suppressed

Counterfactual premise
Modus ponens
Modus tollens
Affirm antecedent
Deny consequent

If she had watered the plants they would have bloomed
She watered the plants
They bloomed
The plants did not bloom
She did not water them—Elevated
The plants bloomed
She watered them
She did not water the plants
They did not bloom—Elevated
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suppresses inferences such as the denial of the antecedent and affirmation of the consequent. For a pair of conditionals that contain an alternative condition, such as “if she
watered the plants they bloomed, if it rained on the plants they bloomed,” the frequency
with which participants make such inferences is suppressed (e.g., Rumain, Connell, &
Braine, 1983). When participants are told, “she did not water the plants,” they no longer
tend to make the denial of the antecedent inference “therefore they did not bloom,” and
when they hear “the plants bloomed,” they no longer tend to make the affirmation of the
consequent inference “therefore she watered them.” The alternative condition has no
effect on the other two inferences (see Table 1).
There have been many hundreds of experiments carried out on the suppression effect since
its first demonstration, to explore the factors that influence its exhibition in adults, including
its implications in practical situations such as consumer choices or legal reasoning (e.g.,
Chandon & Janiszewski, 2008; Gazzo Casta~
neda & Knauff, 2016), its early emergence in
children (e.g., de Chantal & Markovits, 2017; De Neys & Everaerts, 2008; Janveau-Brennan
& Markovits, 1999), and its activation of various areas of the brain such as those associated
with expectations (e.g., Bonnefond, Kaliuzhna, Van der Henst, & De Neys, 2014; see also
Pijnacker, Geurts, Van Lambalgen, Buitelaar, & Hagoort, 2011). Its disrupted pattern in
autistic people is characterized by suppression of inferences by alternatives, but not by additional conditions, perhaps because of differences in synthesizing context to interpret exceptions (e.g., Pijnacker et al., 2009; Pijnacker, Geurts, Van Lambalgen, Buitelaar, & Hagoort,
2010; see also McKenzie, Evans, & Handley, 2011; Stenning & Van Lambalgen, 2019), and
it may contribute to delusion formation in schizophrenia (e.g., Sellen, Oaksford, & Gray,
2005; see also Phillips, Howard, & David, 1997). It exemplifies the flexibility of human reasoning to engage in belief revision to make non-monotonic or defeasible inferences (e.g.,
Elio, 1997; Pelletier & Elio, 1997), of relevance to the development of various artificial intelligence and machine learning algorithms (e.g., Dietz, Holldobler, & Ragni, 2012; Holldobler
& Ramli, 2009; Ragni, Eichhorn, & Kern-Isberner, 2016; see also Kowalski, 2011). It occurs
whether participants are explicitly told about additional or alternative conditions, or instead
retrieve them from memory (e.g., Cummins, Lubart, Alksnis, & Rist, 1991; De Neys, Schaeken, & D’Ydewalle, 2002, 2003; Dieusseurt, Schaeken, Schroyens, & d’Ydewalle, 2000;
Verschueren, Schaeken, & d’Ydewalle, 2005), whether they make a categorical judgment
about what follows, or a judgment about their degree of certainty in the conclusion (e.g., Geiger & Oberauer, 2007; Markovits, Brisson, & de Chantal, 2015; Markovits, Brunet, & Lortie
Forges, 2010), and whether the additional condition is presented as an enabler, for example,
“if the sun shone the plants bloomed” or a disabler, for example, “if the sun did not shine the
plants did not bloom” (e.g., Markovits et al., 2010; see also Markovits & Potvin, 2001). In
many everyday situations, causal outcomes are over-determined or depend on multiple joint
causes (e.g., Kominsky, Phillips, Gerstenberg, Lagnado, & Knobe, 2015; Rehder, 2014;
Strickland, Silver, & Keil, 2017), and suppression occurs not only for inferences about causal
relations but also for relations based on intentions (e.g., Juhos, Quelhas, & Byrne, 2015),
inducements (e.g., Couto, Quelhas, & Byrne, 2017), and polite discourse (e.g., Bonnefon &
Hilton, 2002, 2004; Demeure, Bonnefon, & Raufaste, 2009; see also Chan & Chua, 1994).
Despite the extensive research on the suppression effect, no studies have examined how it
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interacts with other beliefs, or with other reasoning effects, such as the counterfactual elevation effect, to which we now turn.
2.2. The counterfactual elevation effect
Knowledge about presupposed or known facts elevates the modus tollens and denial of
the antecedent inferences. When participants understand a counterfactual conditional such
as “if she had watered the plants they would have bloomed,” the frequency with which
they make these inferences is increased. For example, when they are told, “the plants did
not bloom,” they make the modus tollens inference “she did not water them,” more often
than they do from a factual conditional. When they are told “she did not water the
plants,” they make the denial of the antecedent inference “they did not bloom,” more
often than they do from a factual conditional. The counterfactual has no effect on the frequency of the other two inferences—when participants are told that “she watered the
plants,” they still make the modus ponens inference “they bloomed,” as often as they do
from a factual conditional, and when they are told, “the plants bloomed” they still make
the affirmation of the consequent inference “she watered them” (Byrne & Tasso, 1999).
The tendency to make inferences such as modus tollens readily from counterfactuals is
robust for various contents such as causes and definitions (Thompson & Byrne, 2002; see
also Frosch & Byrne, 2012; Lucas & Kemp, 2015; Sloman & Lagnado, 2005). It has also
been examined for deontic content such as obligations and inducement content such as
promises and threats (Egan & Byrne, 2012; Quelhas & Byrne, 2003). It has been tested
for different sorts of linguistic forms, such as only if and even if (Egan, Garcia-Madruga,
& Byrne, 2009; Moreno-Rios, Garcia-Madruga, & Byrne, 2008), and for subjunctive conditionals about the past and present as well as about the future, that is, pre-factuals
(Byrne & Egan, 2004; Byrne & Tasso, 1999).
People create counterfactuals very often in their everyday lives (e.g., De Brigard & Parikh,
2019; Kahneman & Tversky, 1982; Phillips, Morris, & Cushman, 2019; Roese & Epstude,
2017). A counterfactual such as “if she had watered the plants they would have bloomed” can
seem to mean something very different from its factual counterpart, “if she watered the plants
they bloomed.” The counterfactual conveys the known or presupposed facts that its antecedent
is not the case, “she did not water the plants,” and its consequent is not the case either, “the
plants did not bloom.” Determining the truth of a counterfactual presents a logical challenge for
a truth-functional account of conditionals—according to which a conditional is true if its antecedent is false or its consequent is true—because on such an account every counterfactual must be
true, given that its antecedent is false (see Nickerson, 2015; see also Chisholm, 1946). Alternative analyses of counterfactuals based on possible-worlds semantics address the challenge in different ways (e.g., Lewis, 1973; Stalnaker, 1968). The differences in the inferences people
endorse from factual and counterfactual conditionals seem to arise because people detect that
counterfactuals convey the presupposition that the facts are quite different from what is mentioned (Byrne, 2005). For example, when participants read a counterfactual such as, “if she had
watered the plants then they would have bloomed,” and then are given a surprise memory test,
they tend to mistakenly believe they were given “she did not water the plants” and “the plants
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did not bloom” (Fillenbaum, 1974). Participants also judged that someone who uttered the counterfactual meant to imply “she did not water the plants” and “the plants did not bloom” (Thompson & Byrne, 2002). They are primed to read the conjunction “she did not water the plants and
the plants did not bloom” more quickly when they have read the counterfactual than the factual
conditional (e.g., Santamarıa, Espino, & Byrne, 2005; see also De Vega, Urritia, & Riffo, 2007;
Stewart, Haigh, & Kidd, 2009).
Nonetheless, participants also read a conjunction “she watered the plants and the plants
bloomed” equally quickly whether they are primed by a counterfactual or a factual conditional (Santamarıa et al., 2005). Eye-tracking studies also indicate they have detected both
possibilities (e.g., Ferguson & Sanford, 2008; Ferguson, Sanford, & Leuthold, 2008; see
also Nieuwland & Martin, 2012). For example, they look at an image corresponding to
the presupposed facts more often when they hear the counterfactual than a factual conditional, and they look at an image corresponding to the conjecture equally often for both
sorts of conditionals (e.g., Orenes, Garcia-Madruga, Gomez-Veiga, Espino, & Byrne,
2019). Accordingly, brain imaging fMRI studies show that counterfactuals activate areas
related to conflict detection such as the medial prefrontal cortex (e.g., Kulakova, Aichhorn, Schurz, Kronbichler, & Perner, 2013; Van Hoeck et al., 2013).
Our aim in this paper is to examine the competing impact of these two sorts of knowledge: on the one hand, knowledge about additional conditions, which decreases the frequency with which people make inferences such as modus tollens, and on the other hand,
knowledge about presupposed facts, which increases the frequency with which people
make inferences such as modus tollens. Consider a pair of counterfactuals that contain an
additional condition, “If the plants had been watered they would have bloomed. If it had
been sunny they would have bloomed.” Given the modus tollens premise, “the plants did
not bloom,” three different patterns could potentially be observed:
1. Inferences such as modus tollens may be suppressed from counterfactuals that contain additional conditions, compared to single counterfactuals, just as they are suppressed from factual conditionals that contain additional conditions, compared to
single factual conditionals. Knowledge about background conditions may override
knowledge about the presupposed facts.
2. Inferences such as modus tollens may be elevated from counterfactuals, compared to
factual conditionals, even when the counterfactuals contain an additional background
condition. Knowledge about the presupposed facts may override knowledge about
background conditions.
3. Inferences such as modus tollens may show no elevation or suppression effects, if
the two tendencies exert an equally strong effect in opposite directions, and hence
inferences will be made at the same frequency from counterfactuals as from factual
conditionals, even when the counterfactuals contain an additional background condition. Knowledge about the presupposed facts and knowledge about background conditions may apply equal, opposing effects.
We turn now to consider cognitive processes in the suppression of inferences by additional conditions, and the elevation of inferences by counterfactuals.
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3. Cognitive processes in counterfactual suppression
The suppression of conditional inferences has been explained in competing ways by
psychological theories based on formal inference rules (e.g., Politzer & Braine, 1991;
Rumain et al., 1983), mental models (e.g., Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991, 2002), probabilist suppositions (e.g., Over, 2017; Over & Cruz, 2017; Stevenson & Over, 1995), causal Bayes nets (e.g., Oaksford & Chater, 2007, 2017), logic programming (e.g., Stenning
& Van Lambalgen, 2005, 2016), machine learning (e.g., Dietz, Holldobler, & Wernhard,
2014), and formal linguistics (e.g., Cariani & Rips, 2017). One key distinguishing feature
of these theories is that some of them propose that suppression arises because people conjoin the antecedent of the first conditional, for example, “she watered the plants” and the
additional condition, for example, “the sun shone,” to create a combined interpretation,
for example, “if she watered the plants AND the sun shone then they bloomed.” This feature is central to the account of suppression provided by theories based on mental models
(e.g., Byrne, Espino, & Santamarıa, 1999), and it is shared by other accounts such as
those based on logic programming (e.g., Stenning & Van Lambalgen, 2007, 2012),
machine learning (e.g., Dietz et al., 2014), and formal linguistics (e.g., Cariani & Rips,
2017). In contrast, other theories propose that suppression arises because the additional
condition, for example, “the sun shone” reduces the degree of belief in the first conditional “if she watered the plants they bloomed”—and this feature is common to theories
based on formal inference rules (e.g., George, 1995, 1997; O’Brien, 1993; Politzer &
Braine, 1991), probabilist suppositions (e.g., Over, 2017; Stevenson & Over, 1995), and
causal Bayes nets (e.g., Oaksford & Chater, 2004, 2017). The inspiration for our studies
came from the idea that people simulate possibilities in mental models, and we outline
first the predictions we derived from this theory; we return to consider how alternative
theories could account for our findings after we report the experimental results.
We illustrate the idea that the suppression of inferences arises because people construct
a combined interpretation, for example, “if she watered the plants AND the sun shone
then they bloomed,” with reference to the mental model theory. It proposes that people
understand a factual conditional such as “if she watered the plants they bloomed,” by
simulating the possibilities in an iconic model of how the world would be if the assertion
was true (e.g., Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 2002). They construct an initial set of models that
are parsimonious because of the limitations of working memory and so they think about
only the mentioned events at the outset (Johnson-Laird, Byrne & Schaeken, 1992),
watered bloomed
...

They make a mental note that there could be other possibilities (captured by the ellipsis in the diagram), which can be “fleshed out” to be explicit (see Table 2). Accordingly,
they make the modus ponens inference readily because the information in its premise
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Table 2
Initial and explicit mental models for a factual conditional and a counterfactual (for a conditional interpretation)

Initial models

Explicit models

Factual Conditional

Counterfactual Conditional

If she watered the plants they
bloomed
watered
bloomed
...

If she had watered the plants they would have
bloomed
Counterfactual:
watered
bloomed
Facts:
not watered
not bloomed
...
Counterfactual:
watered
bloomed
Facts:
not watered
not bloomed
not watered
bloomed

watered
not watered
not watered

bloomed
not bloomed
bloomed

“she watered the plants” corresponds to information explicitly captured in the initial representation. But to make the modus tollens inference, they must consider other possibilities because the information in its premise “the plants did not bloom” does not
correspond to the information in the initial representation.
The “fleshed out” set of models can correspond to many different interpretations of if
(e.g., Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 2002). One interpretation is consistent with three possibilities, as Table 2 shows, which are conjunctive—it is possible that she watered the plants
and they bloomed, and it is possible that she did not water the plants and they did not
bloom, and it is possible that she did not water the plants and they bloomed anyway
(e.g., Khemlani, Byrne, & Johnson-Laird, 2018). They do not think about the possibility
ruled out as false, that is, she watered the plants and they did not bloom (e.g., JohnsonLaird & Byrne, 2002; Espino, Santamaria, & Byrne, 2009). If they flesh out their models
to consider the possibility that she did not water the plants and they did not bloom, they
can make the modus tollens inference from the information “the plants did not bloom”—
it leads to the elimination of the possibilities in which the plants bloomed, and from the
remaining possibility, participants can infer “she did not water the plants.” Another interpretation of if corresponds to a biconditional, consistent with just the first two possibilities in Table 2. A third interpretation corresponds to an enabling interpretation, in which
the true possibilities include the first two possibilities in Table 2, and the possibility that
she watered the plants and they did not bloom. Knowledge modulates the possibilities
that people consider, leading to as many as 10 different interpretations of if (e.g., Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 2002).
For a pair of conditionals that contain an additional condition, such as “if she watered
the plants they bloomed, if the sun shone they bloomed,” participants can construct an
initial set of models in which it is possible that she watered the plants and the sun shone
and they bloomed (e.g., Byrne et al., 1999):
watered sun bloomed
...
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Their knowledge ensures that they combine the antecedents conjunctively. Given that
the premises refer to two conditions, people can consider the possibilities in which both
conditions occur or only one occurs with the outcome,
watered
sun
bloomed
watered
not sun
not watered sun
...

that is, it is possible that the plants were watered and it was sunny and they bloomed, but
it is possible that the plants were watered and it was not sunny, and it is possible that the
plants were not watered and it was sunny. They can simulate several such possibilities
but because of the constraints of working memory, their initial models may contain only
some information explicitly (e.g., Barres & Johnson-Laird, 2003; Johnson-Laird, Lotstein,
& Byrne, 2012),
watered sun bloomed
watered
sun
...

The implicit information can be fleshed out if needed (e.g., Johnson-Laird et al.,
1992). They consider the outcomes in these different possibilities and since the additional
premise conveys that the plants must have sun as well as water, they represent the plants
as blooming only in the situation in which both of the conditions occur,
watered sun bloomed
watered
not bloomed
sun not bloomed
...

As a result, because the second conditional makes explicit that there is an additional
background condition, they consider whether it is possible that she watered the plants but
the sun did not shine and so they did not bloom.
The suppression of the modus ponens and modus tollens inferences arises because people can readily access this ready-made counterexample to the inferences (e.g., De Neys,
Schaeken, & D’Ydewalle, 2005a, 2005b; Markovits et al., 2010). The additional condition
is jointly necessary with the first antecedent, and so the first antecedent by itself is not
sufficient for the consequent (see Table 3). Hence, people make the inferences when both
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Table 3
Fully explicit models for pairs of conditionals that contain additional or alternative conditions
Additional condition
p q, if r q
If she watered the plants they bloomed, if the sun shone
they bloomed.
(If she watered the plants AND the sun shone, they
bloomed).
watered
sun
bloomed
p
r
q
watered
not sun
not bloomed
p
not-r
not-q
not watered
sun
not bloomed
not-p
r
not-q
not watered
not sun
not bloomed
not-p
not-r
not-q
watered
not sun
bloomed
p
not-r
q
not watered
sun
bloomed
not-p
r
q
not watered
not sun
bloomed
not-p
not-r
q
Alternative condition
p q, if r q
If she watered the plants they bloomed, if it rained they
bloomed.
(If she watered the plants OR it rained, they bloomed).
watered
rain
bloomed
p
r
q
watered
not rain
bloomed
p
not-r
q
not watered
rain
bloomed
not-p
r
q
not watered
not rain
not bloomed
not-p
not-r
not-q
not watered
not rain
bloomed
not-p
not-r
q
Note. The initial mental models that people construct are in bold. For the additional condition, the first
possibility (in which the joint antecedent is true and the outcome occurs) and the next three (in which the
joint antecedent is not true and the outcome does not occur) correspond to a “biconditional” interpretation of
“if p and r then q”; the addition of the final three possibilities (in which the joint antecedent is not true and
yet the outcome occurs) corresponds to a conditional interpretation. For the alternative condition, the first
three possibilities (in which the disjunctive antecedent is true and the outcome occurs) and the fourth possibility (in which the disjunctive antecedent is false and the outcome does not occur) correspond to a “biconditional” interpretation of “if p or r then q,” the addition of the final possibility (in which the disjunctive
antecedent is false and the outcome occurs) corresponds to a conditional interpretation.

antecedents are jointly presented, and they construct conclusions that sometimes refer to
the other antecedent (e.g., Byrne, 1989, 1991; Byrne et al., 1999).
For completeness, Table 3 illustrates the fully fleshed-out explicit set of models which of
course contains many more possibilities than the initial models. Participants may consider
some of these possibilities as preferred models (e.g., Ragni & Knauff, 2013; see also Stenning & van Lambalgen, 2005), although it is unlikely they consider very many of them
given working memory constraints (Espino & Byrne, 2013), and individuals differ in their
ability to do so (e.g., De Neys et al., 2005a, 2005b; see also Murray & Byrne, 2005). Instead
because of the limitations of working memory, participants tend to consider initially just the
possibilities corresponding to the occurrence of the two conditions, or one or other of them,
and the outcomes in these possibilities (highlighted in bold in the table).
An analogous explanation can be provided for a pair of conditionals that contain an alternative condition, such as “if she watered the plants they bloomed, if it rained they
bloomed.” Participants’ knowledge ensures that they combine the antecedents disjunctively,
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“If she watered the plants OR it rained they bloomed” (e.g., Byrne et al., 1999). Once again,
they consider the possibilities in which both conditions occur or only one occurs,
watered rain bloomed
watered
rain
...

Now when they consider the outcomes in these different possibilities, the alternative
condition conveys that the plants can have rain instead of being watered, and so this time
they represent the plants as blooming in the situations in which either or both of the conditions occur,
watered rain bloomed
watered
bloomed
rain bloomed
...

Accordingly, they have ready access to the possibility in which she did not water the
plants but it rained and so the plants bloomed anyway.
The suppression of the denial of the antecedent and affirmation of the consequent
inferences arises because people can readily access this counterexample (e.g., Dieusseurt,
Schaeken, & d’Ydewalle, 2002; Markovits et al., 2010; Verschueren, Schaeken, De Neys,
& d’Ydewalle, 2004). The alternative is individually sufficient for the consequent, and so
the first antecedent is not necessary for the consequent (see Table 3). Accordingly, the
model theory explains the suppression of inferences by additional background conditions
or alternatives because the combined antecedents provide counterexamples to the inferences. Several other theories also emphasize the combination of the antecedents as central
to the explanation of suppression (e.g., Cariani & Rips, 2017; Dietz et al., 2014; Stenning
& Van Lambalgen, 2012).
Consider now the elevation of inferences for counterfactuals. The model theory proposes that people understand the counterfactual by envisaging dual possibilities (e.g.,
Byrne, 2005). They simulate not only the conjecture, “she watered the plants and they
bloomed” but also the known or presupposed facts, “she did not water the plants and they
did not bloom” (e.g., Espino & Byrne, 2018). They keep track of the epistemic status of
these models, one as a conjecture that is contrary to the facts, that was once possible but
is so no longer, and the other as corresponding to the presupposed or known facts (e.g.,
Johnson-Laird & Byrne, 1991),
Counterfactual watered
bloomed
Fact
not watered not bloomed
...
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From the outset, they construct a more explicit set of initial models for a counterfactual, compared to a factual conditional, as Table 2 shows. Counterfactuals can seem to
mean something very different than factual conditionals, for example, most people probably agree that if Oswald did not shoot Kennedy, then someone else did, whereas they
may disagree that if Oswald had not shot Kennedy, then someone else would have
(Adams, 1975). Such apparent peculiarities have led logicians to consider how the meanings of factual and counterfactual conditionals could parallel one another, and whether
counterfactuals require a semantics based on “possible worlds” (e.g., Lewis, 1973; see
also Stalnaker, 1968). Yet, although factual and counterfactual conditionals can seem to
mean very different things, a systematic mapping can be made between them (Byrne &
Johnson-Laird, 2019), as Table 2 illustrates. The models can be fleshed out to be explicit,
and they result in the same set of models for a counterfactual as for a factual conditional,
albeit annotated to keep track of their epistemic status.
The more explicit representation of a counterfactual ensures that the modus tollens and
denial of the antecedent inferences are made more readily from the counterfactual than
the factual conditional. For example, when participants are given the modus tollens information “the plants did not bloom,” it can be integrated into the models for the counterfactual—it leads to the elimination of the first model, and from the second model
participants can infer “she did not water the plants.” When they are given the modus
ponens information, “she watered the plants,” it can also be integrated into the models—
it leads to the elimination of the second model, the updating of the epistemic status of
the first model to correspond to the facts, and from this model participants can infer “they
bloomed.”
This account of suppression and counterfactual elevation makes a unique prediction:
Knowledge about background conditions will take precedence over knowledge about presupposed facts. Hence, inferences such as modus tollens, which are usually elevated for
counterfactuals, will instead be suppressed from counterfactuals with additional conditions. When people understand a counterfactual such as “if she had watered the plants
they would have bloomed,” they construct an initial set of models that make the presupposed facts explicit, “she did not water the plants and they did not bloom,”
Counterfactual watered
bloomed
Fact
not watered not bloomed
...

But when they understand a pair of counterfactuals with additional conditions, “if she
had watered the plants they would have bloomed, if the sun had shone they would have
bloomed,” they combine the counterfactuals conjunctively, “If she had watered the plants
AND the sun had shone they would have bloomed.” They construct an initial set of
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models that capture not only the presupposed facts but also the counterexample possibility, “she watered the plants and the sun did not shine and the plants did not bloom,” just
as they do for factual conditionals,
Counterfactual watered
watered
Facts

sunny

bloomed
not bloomed
sunny
not bloomed
not watered not sunny not bloomed
...

Given the information that the plants did not bloom, participants have access to a
ready-made counterexample to the modus tollens conclusion that she did not water the
plants (i.e., she watered the plants but it was not sunny), and so they will refrain from
endorsing the conclusion, just as they do for a pair of factual conditionals. Hence, the
theory’s prediction corresponds to pattern (a) outlined earlier: Knowledge about background conditions overrides knowledge about the presupposed facts. We test the theory’s
predictions that inferences such as the modus tollens inference that are usually elevated
for counterfactuals will instead be suppressed for counterfactuals with additional conditions, in the six experiments we report. We consider other theories such as those based
instead on probabilities, after we report the results.
Experiments 1a and 1b test the frequency of modus tollens inferences in arguments
based on counterfactual conditionals that contain additional conditions. Experiments 2a
and 2b test the frequency of denial of the antecedent inferences in arguments based on
counterfactual conditionals that instead contain alternative conditions. Experiments 3a
and 3b examine switched-suppression by testing for the first time the suppression effect
for conditionals that contain negation, such “if she did not water the plants they did not
bloom,” for factual conditionals and counterfactuals.

4. Experiment 1a: Suppression of modus tollens for counterfactuals
The aim of the experiment was to test whether modus tollens is suppressed for counterfactuals that contain additional conditions. Our interest is in arguments based on counterfactuals with additional conditions, for example,
If Lisa had had an essay to write she would have studied late in the library.
If the library had stayed open she would have studied late in the library.
Lisa did not study late in the library.
Therefore:
(a) Lisa had an essay to write.
(b) Lisa did not have an essay to write.
(c) Lisa may or may not have had an essay to write.
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As control comparisons, we compared them to arguments based on a single counterfactual, for example,
If Lisa had had an essay to write she would have studied late in the library.
Lisa did not study late in the library.

and also to arguments based on factual conditionals with additional conditions, for
example,
If Lisa had an essay to write she studied late in the library.
If the library stayed open she studied late in the library.
Lisa did not study late in the library.

and to arguments based on a single factual conditional, for example,
If Lisa had an essay to write she studied late in the library.
Lisa did not study late in the library.

The control comparisons allow us to test that we replicate (a) the standard suppression effect for factual conditionals, that is, participants will make fewer modus tollens
inferences from factual conditionals with additional conditions compared to single factual conditionals; and (b) the standard counterfactual inference effect, that is,
participants will make more modus tollens inferences from single counterfactuals compared to single factual conditionals. The main aim of the experiment was to test the
model theory’s prediction that the modus tollens inference will be suppressed for
counterfactuals with additional conditions. Our focus is on the modus tollens inference
because its frequency is affected differently by counterfactuals and by additional
conditions.
4.1. Methods
4.1.1. Participants
The 120 participants who took part in the experiment were undergraduate students
from the University of La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain and they were drawn from a sample
of students comprised in general of two-thirds women and one-third men within the age
range of 18–24 years. None of them had formal training in logic nor had they taken part
in an experiment on reasoning before. For all the studies, the participants gave their
informed consent, and we report all of our manipulations and measures, and each study’s
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sample size was determined prior to data collection based on effect sizes in the literature.
The participants were randomly assigned to one of four groups: counterfactuals with additional conditions, single counterfactuals, factual conditionals with additional conditions,
and single factual conditionals (n = 30 in each group).
4.1.2. Design and materials
The design was a between-participants one with four groups of participants who
received four different sorts of arguments, as described earlier: single factual conditional
arguments, single counterfactual arguments, additional condition factual conditional arguments, and additional condition counterfactual arguments. Participants in all groups carried out three instances of the modus tollens inference, based on three different contents
(adapted from Byrne et al., 1999; see Supplemental Materials).
For completeness and to ensure participants attempted to reason about each inference,
they completed not only the modus tollens inference but also the three other sorts of conditional inferences, modus ponens, denial of the antecedent, and affirmation of the consequent. We included three instances of each inference based on the three contents, that is,
12 in total. We also included eight fillers based on a second conditional that contained an
alternative rather than an additional condition (in the additional condition group), with
two instances of each of the four sorts of inferences; we matched these fillers in the single arguments conditions with two arguments based on different content (see Supplemental Materials). The 20 arguments were presented in a different randomized order to each
participant. They were presented to the participants in their native language of Spanish.
The participants’ task was to choose a conclusion from a set of three conclusions, for
example, “(a) She had an essay to write, (b), She did not have an essay to write, (c) She
may or may not have had an essay to write.”
4.1.3. Procedure
Participants were tested in small groups, and they were given the arguments in a single
booklet. The instructions printed on the front page explained the task with reference to a
single indicative conditional as an example. In line with previous studies of suppression,
participants were asked to assume that the premises were true and to “choose one of the
conclusions, whichever one you think follows from the premises.” Participants were
asked to read each item carefully and to work from beginning to end at their own pace
without changing any responses or skipping any items.
4.2. Results and discussion
The dataset for this experiment and the subsequent ones is available at https://osf.io/
z4nj9/ and www.reasoningandimagination.com. The results show that the modus tollens
inference was suppressed for counterfactuals that contained additional conditions, as
Fig. 1 illustrates.
We carried out a 2 (argument type: single vs. additional) 9 2 (conditional type: factual
vs. counterfactual) 9 4 (inference type: modus tollens, modus ponens, denial of the
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Additional

Number of inferences (max=3)

3

2

1

0
Factual

Counterfactual
Modus tollens

Fig. 1. The mean frequencies of modus tollens inferences for factual and counterfactual conditionals in single
and additional condition arguments in Experiment 1a. Error bars are standard error of the mean.

antecedent, and affirmation of the consequent) ANOVA with repeated measures on the third
factor, on the mean frequencies of the inferential conclusions that participants chose (see
Table 4), using a Greenhouse–Geisser correction for the violation of sphericity assumption. There was a main effect of inference type indicating differences in the frequency of
modus tollens, modus ponens, denial of the antecedent, and affirmation of the consequent,
F(2.489, 288.675) = 13.14, MSE = 0.72, p < .001, g2p = .10. There was a main effect of
argument type, as participants made more inferences to the single arguments than the
additional ones, F(1, 116) = 28.41, MSE = 1.65, p < .001, g2p = .20; and no main effect
of conditional type, F < 1. Inference interacted with argument type, F(2.489,
288.675) = 4.3, MSE = 0.72, p < .01, g2p = .35, and conditional type, F(2.489,
288.675) = 4.2, MSE = 0.72, p < .01, g2p = .35; argument and conditional type did not
interact and the three-way interaction was not reliable, F < 1 in both cases (see Supplemental Materials for more details).
To test our hypotheses about modus tollens, we decomposed the nonsignificant threeway interaction, with a Bonferroni corrected alpha of p < .0167 for three comparisons
(see Winer, 1971, for a defense of this strategy in such circumstances). Modus tollens
was suppressed for counterfactuals with additional conditions compared to single counterfactuals, F(1, 58) = 22.47, MSE = 0.81, p < .001, g2p = .28, as Fig. 1 shows. It was suppressed for factual conditionals with additional conditions compared to single factual
conditionals, F(1, 58) = 13.86, MSE = 0.88, p < .001, g2p = .19, replicating previous findings of a suppression effect for factual conditionals. Given the nature of the competing
tendencies, it is unsurprising that suppression for counterfactuals is no greater than suppression for factual conditionals. Modus tollens was somewhat elevated for single counterfactuals compared to single factual conditionals, although the difference did not reach
significance, F(1, 58) = 1.47, MSE = 0.92, p = .23, g2p = .03, perhaps because of its
already high rate for single factual conditionals. For completeness, we also computed
such comparisons for the other three sorts of inference (for which there is no conflict
between additional conditions and presupposed facts); see Supplemental Materials.
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Table 4
The frequencies of inferences (with SEs in parentheses) in Experiments 1a, 2a and 2b, and 3a and 3b

Premises
Minor premise:
Conclusions:
Experiment 1a
Factual Single
Counterfactual Single
Factual Additional
Counterfactual Additional
Experiment 2a
Counterfactual Single
Counterfactual Additional
Counterfactual Alternative
Experiment 2b
Counterfactual Single
Counterfactual Additional
Counterfactual Alternative
Premises
Minor premise:
Conclusions:
Experiment 3a
Factual Single
Factual Additional
Factual Alternative
Experiment 3b
Counterfactual Single
Counterfactual Additional
Counterfactual Alternative

Modus Tollens

Deny Antecedent

If A, C
(if B, C)
not-C
not-A

If A, C
(If B, C)
not-A
not-C

If A, C
(if B, C)
A
C

If A, C
(If B, C)
C
A

1.93
2.23
1.03
1.13

2.30
2.37
1.83
1.83

(.17)
(.15)
(.17)
(.16)

2.53 (.12)
1.97 (.19)
1.73 (.19)
1.4 (.16)

2.3 (.19)
2.33 (.18)
1.90 (.17)
2.1 (.18)

2.71 (.13)
1.58 (.18)
2.04 (.19)

2.67 (.12)
2.29 (.22)
1.0 (.24)

2.63 (.16)
1.71 (.2)
2.75 (.11)

2.46 (.17)
1.83 (.21)
0.96 (.19)

2.1 (.19)
1.3 (.17)
1.9 (.19)

2.33 (.17)
2.13 (.15)
.73 (.18)

2.57 (.09)
1.5 (.21)
2.83 (.11)

2.23 (.19)
2.13 (.17)
1.03 (.22)

If not-A, not-C
(if not-B, not-C)
C
A

If not-A, not-C
(if not-B, not-C)
A
C

If not-A, not-C
(if not-B, not-C)
not-A
not-C

If not-A, not-C
(if not-B, not-C))
not-C
not-A

1.88 (.22)
2.58 (.15)
1.41 (.23)

1.75 (.23)
1.25 (.24)
2.33 (.18)

2.5 (.13)
2.25 (.17)
1.67 (.24)

2.17 (.17)
1.33 (.21)
2.29 (.19)

2.75 (.09)
2.13 (.17)
1.21 (.23)

2.42 (.19)
1.63 (.21)
2.67 (.12)

2.63 (.16)
1.75 (.21)
.92 (.18)

2.38 (.21)
1.42 (.23)
2.13 (.15)

(.18)
(.17)
(.16)
(.16)

Modus Ponens

Affirm Consequent

The experiment shows that modus tollens is suppressed for counterfactuals with additional conditions compared to single counterfactuals. The finding shows that knowledge
about additional background conditions takes precedence over knowledge about presupposed facts. The result corroborates the proposal that people mentally simulate the possibilities that the conditionals refer to, in a conjunctive representation. In the next
experiment, we aim to replicate the effect in a more demanding task to rule out the possibility that the results merely reflect participants carrying out the task in a superficial manner.
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5. Experiment 1b. Counterfactual suppression with inference generation
The aim of the experiment was to replicate the suppression of modus tollens inferences
for counterfactuals with additional conditions compared to single counterfactuals, this
time using the more exacting construction task in which participants generate their own
conclusion (adapted from Byrne et al., 1999). We gave them the same premises but asked
them to say what, if anything, followed from them, for example,
If Lisa had had essay to write she would have studied late in the library.
If the library had stayed open she would have studied late in the library.
Lisa did not study late in the library.
What, if anything, follows?

We focused on the comparison of counterfactuals with additional conditions to single
counterfactuals in this experiment.
5.1. Methods
5.1.1. Participants and procedure
The 48 participants who took part in the experiment were a new set of undergraduate
students from the University of La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain and they had not previously
participated in any experiments of this sort. They were randomly assigned to one of two
groups, counterfactuals with additional conditions and single counterfactuals (n = 24 in
each group). The procedure was the same as the previous experiment with the exception
that the participants generated their own conclusions rather than selecting a conclusion
from a presented set.
5.1.2. Design and materials
We used two of the argument types from the previous experiment, counterfactuals with
additional conditions and single counterfactuals, in a between-participants design. The
participants’ task this time was to construct a conclusion in response to the question
“What, if anything, follows?” They carried out a modus tollens inference based on a
minor premise that denied the consequent shared by both counterfactuals (e.g., “Lisa did
not study late in the library”). As fillers, they also completed two sorts of modus ponens
inferences, modus ponens-1 based on a minor premise that affirmed the antecedent of the
first counterfactual, for example, “Lisa had an essay to write,” and modus ponens-2 based
on a minor premise that affirmed the antecedent of the second counterfactual, “the library
stayed open.” They carried out three instances of each inference and so they completed
nine inferences in total. We used the same materials as the previous experiment and
assigned the three contents at random to each of the three inference forms to construct a
different set of nine problems for each participant (see Supplemental Materials). The
matched inferences for the single counterfactual were three modus tollens inferences and
six modus ponens inferences. The problems were presented to the participants in their
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Table 5
Mean frequencies of different sorts of conclusions to the modus tollens inference for counterfactuals with
additional conditions and single counterfactuals in Experiment 1b
Additional
Premises
Given:

If A, C
(if B, C)
not-C

Single
If A, C
not-C

Categorical endorsements
not-A
.42 (.12)
2.88 (.07)
not-B
.46 (.12)
—
A
.04 (.04)
—
not-C
.33 (.17)
—
Modal endorsements
C can or C cannot
—
.12 (.07)
Answers referring to more than one component
Cannot A or cannot-B
.46 (.19)
—
Not A or not-B
.75 (.23)
—
Not-A and not-B
.42 (.16)
—
A and not-B
.04 (.04)
—
Adding further information
.08 (.06)
—
Total
3
3
Note. The categorical inferential endorsements are in bold; see also Table S1 in Supplemental Materials.

native Spanish. We gave each participant the nine arguments in a different randomized
order.
5.2. Results and discussion
Participants produced a rich variety of conclusions to the counterfactuals with additional conditions, as Table 5 shows. The classification of their conclusions was carried
out according to some simple principles (adapted from Byrne et al., 1999). Conclusions
were categorized according to (a) which component was mentioned, (b) whether it contained modal auxiliaries such as “may,” “might,” and “maybe” to qualify the conclusion,
and (c) whether it mentioned a single component or more than one and, if so, which connectives were used, and (d) whether the participant concluded there was not enough information or added other information, as Table 5 shows. Some conclusions were categorical
endorsements of the modus tollens inference from counterfactuals with additional conditions, for example, given “Lisa did not study late in the library,” participants concluded
“Lisa did not have an essay to write” or “the library did not stay open.” Most of the
remaining conclusions were answers referring to both antecedents (for further information, see Table S1 in the Supplemental Materials).
As predicted, the modus tollens inference was suppressed from counterfactuals with
additional conditions even when participants constructed their own conclusions. We carried out a 2 (counterfactuals with additional conditions vs. single counterfactuals) 9 3
(modus tollens, modus ponens-1, modus ponens-2) ANOVA with repeated measures on the
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second factor, on the frequency of categorical inferential responses (e.g., for modus tollens, given, “if A then C, if B then C,” and “not-C,” a categorical inferential conclusion
is “not-A,” or “not-B”). It showed a main effect of argument type, F(1, 46) = 133.174,
MSE = 0.92, p < .001, g2p = .74, indicating a difference in the frequency of inferences
made from counterfactuals with additional conditions and single counterfactuals; no main
effect of type of inference, F(2, 92) = 2.63, MSE = 0.90, p = .08, g2p = .05, indicating
no differences in the overall frequency of modus tollens, modus ponens-1, or modus
ponens 2, and a significant interaction, F(2, 92) = 4.19, MSE = 0.50, p < .02,
g2p = .08.
To test our hypotheses, we decomposed the interaction using a single pairwise comparison, which showed that modus tollens inferences were suppressed from counterfactuals
with additional conditions compared to single counterfactuals, F(1, 46) = 87.44,
MSE = 0.55, p < .001, g2p = .66. Of the 48 participants, 30 gave mostly categorical
answers (i.e., to six or more of the nine trials), 7 gave mostly answers referring to more
than one component, and the remaining 11 gave a mix of categorical and compound
answers.
The experiment shows that modus tollens is suppressed from counterfactuals with additional conditions even when participants construct their own conclusions, and so its suppression cannot be attributed to participants engaging in a superficial way with the task.
We turn now to examine the suppression of the denial of the antecedent inference in
counterfactuals with alternative conditions.

6. Experiment 2a: Suppression of denial of antecedent for counterfactual alternatives
The aim of the experiment was to test whether the denial of the antecedent inference
is suppressed for counterfactuals with alternative conditions. Our focus is on the denial
of the antecedent inference because it is the only inference whose frequency is increased
by counterfactuals but decreased by alternative conditions. When participants are given a
single counterfactual argument, such as,
If Lisa had had an essay to write she would have studied late in the library.
Lisa did not have an essay to write.

most of them tend to make the denial of the antecedent inference, “Lisa did not study
late in the library,” more often than they do for a single factual conditional (e.g., Byrne
& Tasso, 1999). In contrast, they make fewer of these inferences from factual conditionals that contain alternatives compared to single conditionals (e.g., Rumain et al., 1983).
We examined whether the inference is suppressed for counterfactuals with alternatives,
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If Lisa had had an essay to write she would have studied late in the library.
If Lisa had had a textbook to read she would have studied late in the library.
Lisa did not have an essay to write.
Therefore:
(a) Lisa studied late in the library.
(b) Lisa did not study late in the library.
(c) Lisa may or may not have studied late in the library.

We compared the denial of the antecedent inference in counterfactuals with alternatives, to single counterfactual arguments. However, given the high rate of all inferences
to the single counterfactual in the first experiment, we considered that an extra, and more
stringent, test of suppression was to compare the frequency of the inference for counterfactuals with alternatives to counterfactuals with additional conditions, which we also
included.
6.1. Methods
6.1.1. Participants and procedure
The 72 participants who took part in the experiment were a new set of undergraduate
students from the University of La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain, who had not participated in
previous experiments of this sort. They were randomly assigned to one of three groups
(n = 24 participants in each). The procedure was the same as the previous experiments.
6.1.2. Design and materials
We gave participants arguments based on single counterfactuals, and on counterfactuals with additional conditions similar to the previous experiments, and also arguments
based on counterfactuals with alternatives. Participants received only one sort of argument in a between-participant design and so there were three groups, and all of the arguments were based on counterfactuals. The materials were similar to Experiment 1a and
their task was to choose a conclusion from a set of three conclusions. Even though our
focus is on the denial of the antecedent inference, we once again ensured that participants
also completed the modus tollens, modus ponens, and affirmation of the consequent inferences as fillers. We used the same materials as the previous experiments. Participants carried out three instances with three different contents for each of the four sorts of
inferences and so they completed 12 inferences in total, along with 8 other filler arguments in each condition, as before. They completed the 20 inferences in a different randomized order for each participant. The problems were presented to the participants in
their native Spanish.
6.2. Results and discussion
The denial of the antecedent inference was suppressed for counterfactuals with alternative conditions, as Fig. 2 shows. We carried out a 3 (argument type: single
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Fig. 2. The mean frequencies of modus tollens and denial of the antecedent inferences for counterfactual
conditionals in single, alternative, or additional conditions arguments in Experiment 2a. Error bars are standard error of the mean.

counterfactual, counterfactuals with alternative conditions, counterfactuals with additional
conditions) 9 4 (inference type: denial of the antecedent, modus tollens, modus ponens,
and affirmation of the consequent) ANOVA with repeated measures on the second factor,
on the conclusions that participants selected, using a Greenhouse–Geisser correction for
the violation of sphericity assumption. There was a main effect of argument type, indicating differences in the frequency of inferences made to single, additional, and alternative
arguments, F(2, 69) = 16.92, MSE = 1.38, p < .001, g2p = .32, as Table 4 shows; a main
effect of inference type indicating differences in the frequency of denial of the antecedent, modus tollens, modus ponens, and affirmation of the consequent, F(2.501,
172.479) = 8.06, MSE = 0.70, p < .001, g2p = .10; and the two variables interacted, F
(4.999, 172.560) = 13.80, MSE = 0.70, p < .001, g2p = .28.
We decomposed the interaction to test our hypotheses about the denial of the antecedent inference using pairwise comparisons with a Bonferroni corrected alpha of
p < .0167 for three comparisons. Participants made fewer denial of the antecedent inferences from counterfactuals with alternatives compared to single counterfactuals, F(1,
46) = 38.99, MSE = 0.86, p < .001, g2p = .46, and also for the more stringent comparison
to counterfactuals with additional conditions, F(1, 46) = 15.62, MSE = 1.28, p < .001,
g2p = .25, as Fig. 2 shows. As expected, there was no difference between denial of the
antecedent inferences from counterfactuals with additional conditions and single counterfactuals, F(1, 46) = 2.26, MSE = 0.75, p = .13, g2p = .05. For completeness, we also
computed such comparisons for the other three inferences (see Supplemental Materials).
We note here that participants made fewer modus tollens inferences from counterfactuals
with additional conditions compared to single counterfactuals, replicating the previous
experiments, F(1, 46) = 26.08, MSE = 0.58, p < .001, g2p = .36, as Fig. 2 shows. They
also made fewer modus tollens inferences even from counterfactuals with alternative
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conditions compared to single counterfactuals, F(1, 46) = 8.79, MSE = 0.61, p < .006,
g2p = .16, perhaps because the provision of an alternative can in some instances lead participants to generate additional conditions too (see Markovits & Potvin, 2001).
The experiment shows that the denial of the antecedent inference is suppressed for
counterfactuals with alternatives compared to single counterfactuals. In the next experiment, we aimed to replicate the finding in arguments that contained subjunctive minor
premises and subjunctive conclusions to rule out the possibility that the results merely
reflect some confusion about the counterfactual nature of the information.

7. Experiment 2b: Counterfactual suppression and subjunctive conclusions
The aim of the experiment was to test whether the inferences are suppressed for counterfactuals, even when the minor premise and conclusion are phrased as counterfactual.
We gave participants denial of the antecedent inferences for counterfactuals with alternatives, this time with subjunctive minor premises and subjunctive conclusions, such as,
If Lisa had had an essay to write she would have studied late in the library.
If Lisa had had a textbook to read she would have studied late in the library.
Suppose Lisa had not had an essay to write.
Therefore:
(a) Lisa would have studied late in the library.
(b) Lisa would not have studied late in the library.
(c) It is not possible to know whether Lisa would have studied late in the library or would not have
studied late in the library.

We also gave them modus tollens inferences for counterfactuals with additional conditions, and subjunctive minor premises and conclusions. The use of the subjunctive mood
in the minor premise and conclusion allows us to rule out the possibility that participants
are responding merely on the basis of prior beliefs about the likely facts, rather than on
the basis of their combination of the antecedents for the pair of counterfactuals, and their
presupposed facts.
7.1. Methods
7.1.1. Participants and procedure
The 90 participants who took part in the experiment were undergraduate students from
the University of La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain, and they had not previously participated in
any experiments of this sort. They were randomly assigned to one of three groups
(n = 30 in each group). The procedure was the same as the previous experiments.
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Fig. 3. The mean frequencies of modus tollens and denial of the antecedent inferences for counterfactual
conditionals in single, alternative, or additional conditions arguments in Experiment 2b. Error bars are standard error of the mean.

7.1.2. Design and materials
The design and materials were the same as the previous experiment, with the exception
that the arguments contained a subjunctive minor premise and a subjunctive conclusion.
7.2. Results and discussion
The denial of the antecedent inference was suppressed by counterfactuals with alternatives and the modus tollens inference was suppressed by counterfactuals with additional
conditions, even for arguments with minor premises and conclusions that were phrased as
counterfactual, as Fig. 3 shows. We carried out the same sort of analysis as in the previous experiment. There was a main effect of argument type, indicating differences in the
frequency of inferences made to the single, additional, and alternative arguments, F(2,
87) = 10.55, MSE = 1.48, p < .001, g2p = .19; a main effect of inference type indicating
differences in the frequency of the denial of the antecedent, modus tollens, modus ponens,
and affirmation of the consequent inferences, F(2.675, 232.729) = 8.98, MSE = 0.80,
p < .001, g2p = .09, and an interaction of the two variables, F(5.350, 232.729) = 18.81,
MSE = 0.80, p < .001, g2p = .30.
We decomposed the interaction to test our hypotheses about the denial of the antecedent and modus tollens inferences using pairwise comparisons with a Bonferroni corrected alpha of p < .008 for six comparisons. For the denial of the antecedent,
participants made fewer inferences from counterfactuals with alternatives compared to
single counterfactuals, F(1, 59) = 42.39, MSE = 0.90, p < .001, g2p = .42, and on the
more stringent comparison, to counterfactuals with additional conditions, F(1,
59) = 34.56, MSE = 0.85, p < .001, g2p = .37, as Fig. 3 shows. As expected, there was
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no difference for denial of the antecedent inferences from counterfactuals with additional
conditions and single counterfactuals, F(1, 59) = .75, MSE = 0.79, p = .39, g2p = .01.
Participants made fewer modus tollens inferences from counterfactuals with additional
conditions compared to single counterfactuals, F(1, 59) = 9.43, MSE = 1.01, p < .004,
g2p = .14, and on the more stringent comparison, to counterfactuals with alternatives, F(1,
59) = 5.30, MSE = 1.01, p < .03, g2p = .08, although the latter difference is not significant on the adjusted alpha. As expected (and unlike the previous experiment), there was
no difference for modus tollens inferences from counterfactuals with alternative conditions and single counterfactuals, F(1, 59) = .53, MSE = 1.12, p = .46, g2p = .01. (For further information, see Supplemental Materials.)
The experiment shows that the inferences are suppressed, even for arguments with
minor premises and conclusions phrased as counterfactual. It shows that the results do
not reflect some confusion about the counterfactual status of the information, nor do they
merely reflect inferences made on the basis of the likely facts. The next two experiments
extend the findings of counterfactual suppression to the interesting case of conditionals
with negated components.

8. Experiment 3a: Reversal of suppression in negated conditionals
The aim of the experiment was to examine a novel case in which the model theory
predicts that the typical pattern of suppression should be switched. We examined pairs of
conditionals that contained negated alternatives, such as,
If Lisa did not have an essay to write she did not study late in the library
if Lisa did not have a textbook to read she did not study late in the library

and pairs that contained negated additional conditions, such as,
Table 6
Examples of structurally equivalent inferences from affirmative and negative conditionals
Affirmative
Antecedent
Consequent
Conditional
If A
then C
Deny antecedent
not-A
therefore not-C
Modus tollens
not-C
therefore not-A

Negative

A: Lisa had an essay to write
C: She studied late in the library

A: Lisa did not have an essay to write
C: She did not study late in the library

If Lisa had an essay to write
then she studied late in the library

If Lisa did not have an essay to write
then she did not study late in the library

Lisa did not have an essay to write
She did not study late in the library

Lisa had an essay to write
She studied late in the library

Lisa did not study late in the library
She did not have an essay to write

Lisa studied late in the library
She had an essay to write
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If Lisa did not have an essay to write she did not study late in the library
if the library did not stay open then she did not study late in the library.

We note first that the presence of negation in the premises does not change the underlying logical structure of an inference (e.g., Evans, 2007). For an affirmative conditional
“if Lisa had an essay to write. . .,” denying its antecedent is “Lisa did not have an essay
to write”; but for a negative conditional, “if Lisa did not have an essay to write. . .,”
denying its antecedent is “Lisa had an essay to write.” The inference remains the denial
of the antecedent one regardless of the polarity of the assertions, as Table 6 shows.
Affirmative alternatives such as “if Lisa had an essay to write she studied late in the
library, if she had a textbook to read she studied late in the library” suppress the denial
of the antecedent inference, from “she did not have an essay to write” to “she did not
study late in the library.” The affirmative antecedents are independently sufficient for the
outcome, and we have proposed that people mentally simulate them in a disjunctive combination, “if Lisa had an essay to write OR she had a book to read then she studied late
in the library” (see, e.g., Byrne et al., 1999). Our new proposal is that in contrast, negated
alternatives are jointly necessary for the outcome, and so people will mentally simulate
them in a conjunctive combination, “if Lisa did not have an essay to write AND she did
not have a textbook to read then she did not study late in the library.” The proposal is
somewhat analogous to De Morgen’s theorem, that is, the negation of a disjunction (it is
not the case that p or q) results in the conjunction of its negated components (not-p and
not-q). As a result, we make the novel prediction that conditionals with negated alternatives will suppress the modus tollens inference (from “she studied late in the library” to
“she had an essay to write”), rather than the denial of the antecedent inference (from
“she had an essay to write” to “she studied late in the library”).
Similarly, affirmative additional conditions such as “if Lisa had an essay to write she
studied late in the library, if the library stayed open she studied late in the library” suppress the modus tollens inference, from “she did not study late in the library” to “she did
not have an essay to write.” The affirmative additional conditions are jointly necessary
for the outcome, and we have proposed that people mentally simulate them in a conjunctive combination, “if Lisa had an essay to write AND the library stayed open then she
studied late in the library.” Our new proposal is that in contrast, negated additional conditions are independently sufficient for the outcome and so people will mentally simulate
them in a disjunctive combination, “if Lisa did not have an essay to write OR the library
did not stay open then she did not study late in the library.” As a result, we make the
novel prediction that conditionals with negated additional conditions will suppress the denial of the antecedent inference, rather than the modus tollens inference. We test the predictions of a “switched-suppression” effect for negated factual conditionals in Experiment
3a, and then for counterfactuals in Experiment 3b.
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8.1. Methods
8.1.1. Participants and procedure
The 72 participants who took part in the experiment were undergraduate students from
the University of La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain, and they had not previously participated in
any experiments of this sort. They were randomly assigned to one of three groups
(n = 24 in each group). The procedure was the same as the previous experiments.
8.1.2. Design and materials
The design and materials were the same as the previous experiments, with the difference that the arguments contained negated factual conditionals (and the minor premise
and conclusion were in the indicative mood).
8.1.3. Results and discussion
As predicted, modus tollens inferences were suppressed for factual conditionals with
negated alternatives, and denial of the antecedent inferences were suppressed for factual
conditionals with negated additional conditions, as Fig. 4 shows. We carried out the same
sort of analysis as in the previous experiment. There was no main effect of argument
type, F(2, 69) = .73, MSE = 1.61, p = .48, g2p = .02, showing no difference between
negated single factual conditionals, negated additional conditions, or negated alternative
conditions; nor of inference type, F(3, 207) = 2.22, MSE = .70, p = .09, g2p = .03, showing no difference between denial of the antecedent, modus tollens, modus ponens, or affirmation of the consequent, but the two factors interacted, F(6, 207) = 11.79, MSE = 0.70,
p < .001, g2p = .25.

Single factual

Alternative factual

Additional factual

Number of inferences (max=3)

3

2

1

0
Modus tollens

Deny antecedent

Fig. 4. The mean frequencies of denial of the antecedent and modus tollens inferences for factual negated
conditionals in single, alternative, or additional condition arguments in Experiment 3a. Error bars are standard
error of the mean.
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We decomposed the interaction to test our hypotheses about the modus tollens and denial of the antecedent inferences using pairwise comparisons with a Bonferroni corrected
alpha of p < .008 for six comparisons. Participants made fewer modus tollens inferences
from factual conditionals with negated alternative conditions compared to factual conditionals with negated additional conditions, F(1, 46) = 18.94, MSE = 0.86, p < .001,
g2p = .29, although the comparison to single factual conditionals was not significant, F(1,
46) = 2.12, MSE = 1.18, p = .15, g2p = .05. As expected, there was no difference
between single factual conditionals and factual conditionals with negated additional conditions, F(1, 46) = 7.20, MSE = 0.84, p < .015, g2p = .14, on the adjusted alpha. It is
important to note that a similar pattern of suppression was observed for the modus ponens
inference (see Supplemental Materials).
In contrast, participants made fewer denial of the antecedent inferences from factual
conditionals with negated additional conditions compared to factual conditionals with
negated alternatives, F(1, 46) = 13.54, MSE = 1.04, p < .001, g2p = .23, although the
comparison to single factual conditionals, was not significant, F(1, 46) = 2.34,
MSE = 1.28, p = .13, g2p = .05. As expected, there was no difference between single factuals and factual conditionals with negated alternatives, F(1, 46) = 4.09, MSE = 0.99,
p < .05, g2p = .08, on the adjusted alpha. A similar pattern of suppression was observed
for the affirmation of the consequent inference (see Supplemental Materials).
The experiment reveals a novel “switched-suppression” effect for negated factual
conditionals. Pairs of conditionals with negated alternatives suppress the modus tollens
inferences, and those with negated additional conditions suppress the denial of the
antecedent inferences, the reverse of what is observed for affirmative conditionals. In
the next experiment, we examine the suppression of inferences for negated counterfactuals.

9. Experiment 3b: Suppression in negated counterfactuals
The aim of the experiment was to test the suppression of inferences in negated counterfactuals, for example, for the modus tollens inference from negated alternatives,
If Lisa had not had an essay to write she would not have studied late in the library.
If Lisa had not had a textbook to read she would not have studied late in the library.
Lisa studied late in the library.
Therefore:
(a) Lisa had an essay to write.
(b) Lisa did not have an essay to write.
(c) Lisa may or may not have had an essay to write.

and the denial of the antecedent inference for negated additional conditions,
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If Lisa had not had an essay to write she would not have studied late in the library.
If the library had not stayed open she would not have studied late in the library.
Lisa had an essay to write.

We expect to replicate the switched-suppression effect of the previous experiment but this
time with negated counterfactuals.
9.1. Methods
9.1.1. Participants and procedure
The 72 participants who took part in the experiment were undergraduate students from
the University of La Laguna, Tenerife, Spain, and they had not previously participated in
any experiments of this sort. They were randomly assigned to one of the three groups
(n = 24 in each group). The procedure was the same as the previous experiments.
9.1.2. Design and materials
The design and materials were the same as the previous experiment, with the only difference that the arguments contained negated counterfactuals.
9.1.3. Results and discussion
Modus tollens inferences were suppressed by negated counterfactuals with alternative
conditions, and denial of the antecedent inferences were suppressed by negated counterfactuals with additional conditions, as Fig. 5 shows. We carried out the same sort of
analysis as in the previous experiment. There was a main effect of argument type, indicating differences in the frequency of inferences made to negated single counterfactuals,
Single Counterfactual

Alternative Counterfactual

Additional Counterfactual

Number of inferences (max=3)

3

2

1

0
Modus tollens

Deny antecedent

Fig. 5. The mean frequencies of modus tollens and denial of the antecedent inferences for negated counterfactual conditionals in single, alternative, or additional conditions arguments in Experiment 3b. Error bars are
standard error of the mean.
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negated additional conditions, and negated alternatives, F(2, 69) = 19.90, MSE = 1.06,
p < .001, g2p = .36; a main effect of inference type indicating differences in the frequency of modus tollens, denial of the antecedent, modus ponens, and affirmation of consequent, F(2.424, 167.233) = 3.72, MSE = 0.90, p < .02, g2p = .05, and the two variables
interacted, F(4.847, 167.233) = 10.92, MSE = 0.90, p < .001, g2p = .24, as Fig. 5 shows.
We decomposed the interaction to test our hypotheses about the modus tollens and denial
of the antecedent inferences using pairwise comparisons with a Bonferroni corrected alpha
of p < .008 for six comparisons. For modus tollens, participants made fewer inferences from
counterfactuals with negated alternatives compared to single counterfactuals, F(1,
46) = 38.07, MSE = 0.75, p < .001, g2p = .45, and compared to counterfactuals with
negated additional conditions, F(1, 46) = 9.95, MSE = 1.01, p < .004, g2p = .18. They also
made fewer inferences from counterfactuals with negated additional conditions than single
counterfactuals, F(1, 46) = 10.20, MSE = 0.46, p < .004, g2p = .18. A similar pattern of
suppression was observed for the modus ponens inference (see Supplemental Materials).
For the denial of the antecedent, participants made fewer inferences from counterfactuals with negated additional conditions compared to single counterfactuals, F(1,
46) = 7.96, MSE = 0.95, p < .008, g2p = .15, and compared to negated alternative conditions, F(1, 46) = 19.34, MSE = 1.01, p < .001, g2p = .30. There was no difference
between counterfactuals with negated alternatives and single counterfactuals, F(1,
46) = 1.27, MSE = .59, p = .26, g2p = .02. A similar pattern of suppression was observed
for the affirmation of the consequent inference (see Supplemental Materials).
It is also notable that the frequency of modus tollens and denial of the antecedent from
the single negated counterfactuals was high, showing the standard elevation effect, for
example, compared to the frequency of modus tollens or denial of the antecedent from
the single factual conditionals in the previous experiment, as a glance at Figs. 4 and 5
confirms. The experiment shows that the switched-suppression effect occurs for counterfactuals. Counterfactuals with negated alternatives suppress the modus tollens inference,
and counterfactuals with negated additional conditions suppress the denial of the antecedent inference.

10. General discussion
We began with the question of which sort of knowledge takes precedence in reasoners’ inferences, their beliefs about additional background conditions, for example, that
sun is needed as well as water for plants to bloom, or their beliefs about the known or
presupposed facts of a situation, for example, that in this case, there was no sun and the
plants did not bloom in fact. We have discovered that knowledge about additional background conditions takes priority over knowledge about presupposed facts.
The six experiments show that inferences are suppressed from counterfactual conditionals. Modus tollens is suppressed for affirmative counterfactuals with additional conditions compared to single counterfactuals, as Experiment 1a showed. The finding indicates
that its suppression by additional conditions takes precedence over its elevation by
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counterfactuals. Modus tollens was also suppressed from counterfactuals with additional
conditions even when participants constructed their own conclusions, and so its suppression cannot be attributed to participants engaging in a superficial way with the task, as
Experiment 1b showed.
Similarly, the denial of the antecedent inference was suppressed for counterfactuals
with alternatives compared to single counterfactuals, as Experiment 2a showed. The finding indicates that its suppression by alternatives takes precedence over its elevation by
counterfactuals. The denial of the antecedent and modus tollens inferences were suppressed for counterfactuals even for arguments with minor premises and conclusions
phrased as counterfactual, as Experiment 2b showed. The result shows that the suppression does not merely reflect some confusion about the counterfactual status of the information.
The results corroborate the idea that when people understand counterfactuals with additional conditions, such as “if she had watered the plants they would have bloomed, if the
sun had shone they would have bloomed,” they combine the counterfactuals conjunctively, “if she had watered the plants AND the sun had shone they would have bloomed.”
Even though they have also envisaged the presupposed facts, “she did not water the
plants and the sun did not shine and they did not bloom,” they nonetheless keep in mind
the counterexample, “she watered the plants and the sun did not shine and the plants did
not bloom,” just as they do for factual conditionals.
Although conditionals with additional conditions typically suppress inferences such as
modus tollens, and conditionals with alternatives typically suppress inferences such as
the denial of the antecedent, this pattern is switched for negated conditionals. Conditionals that contain negated alternatives, such as, “if Lisa did not have an essay to write she
did not study late in the library, if Lisa did not have a book to read she did not study
late in the library” suppress modus tollens inferences (and modus ponens), and those that
contain negated additional conditions, such as, “if Lisa did not have an essay to write
she did not study late in the library, if the library did not stay open she did not study
late in the library” suppress the denial of the antecedent inference (and the affirmation
of the consequent). The switched-suppression effect corroborates the proposal that people
combine a pair of conditionals with negated alternatives in a conjunction, “If Lisa did
not have an essay to write AND she did not have a book to read then she did not study
late in the library,” and a pair of conditionals with negated additional conditions in a
disjunction, “If Lisa did not have an essay to write OR the library did not stay open then
she did not study late in the library.” The switched-suppression effect occurs for negated
conditionals, as Experiment 3a shows, and for negated counterfactuals, as Experiment 3b
shows.
Overall, the results are compatible with theories that propose that people create a combined interpretation of the antecedents, for example, for affirmative additional conditions,
“if she watered the plants AND the sun shone then they bloomed.” Hence, they are consistent with theories of suppression based on mental models (e.g., Byrne et al., 1999),
and also those based on logic programming (e.g., Stenning & Van Lambalgen, 2007,
2012), machine learning (e.g., Dietz et al., 2014), and formal linguistics (e.g., Cariani &
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Rips, 2017). They present something of a challenge to theories that do not highlight the
combination of the antecedents, to which we now turn.
10.1. Alternative theories
The suppression of the denial of the antecedent and affirmation of the consequent
inferences was initially demonstrated by theorists who advocated a theory of reasoning
based on abstract inference rules (e.g., Braine & O’Brien, 1998; see also Rips, 1994).
They proposed that the “mental logic” consisted of elementary rules, including only those
considered valid in propositional logic, such as modus ponens. Inferences such as the affirmation of the consequent, considered a fallacy on the material implication interpretation
of “if,” arose from interpretational errors, they proposed. The demonstration that such
inferences could be suppressed by the provision of extra information was taken to indicate that there were no rules corresponding to these inferences in the mental logic
(Rumain et al., 1983). But the demonstration of the suppression of the modus ponens and
modus tollens inferences called this explanation into question (Byrne, 1989). A defense
of the formal inference rule account is that suppression arises because the additional condition, for example, “the sun shone” reduces the degree of belief in the first conditional
“if she watered the plants they bloomed” (e.g., George, 1995, 1997; O’Brien, 1993; Politzer & Braine, 1991). This view is shared by theories based on probabilistic logic and suppositions (e.g., Over, 2017; Stevenson & Over, 1995), and causal Bayes nets (e.g.,
Oaksford & Chater, 2004, 2018).
However, if the suppression of inferences arises because the additional condition
reduces people’s belief in the first conditional, then knowledge of the presupposed facts
should take precedence over knowledge of additional conditions. The “suppositional conditional” theory proposes that people understand a conditional “if p then q” by adding the
antecedent, “p,” to their beliefs and calculating the probability of the consequent, “q”
(Evans, 2007; Evans & Over, 2004). They think about true antecedents only (p) and not
about their belief in the negated antecedent (not-p), or whether or not the consequent (q)
follows in such cases (e.g., Handley, Evans, & Thompson,2006; Over, Hadjichristidis,
Evans, Handley, & Sloman, 2007). They understand a conditional by estimating their
degree of belief in it, based on assessing the prior likelihood of the consequent given the
antecedent, P (q|p), that is, its conditional probability (e.g., Over, 2017; Over & Cruz,
2017). An individual who thinks it is very likely that the plants bloom when the person
waters them will assign a high number to this conditional probability (for illustration, we
chose .75 to capture “very likely”),
If she watered the plants they bloomed P(q|p) = .75

An individual who does not think it is very likely that the plants bloom when the person waters them will assign a lower number. On this view, people tolerate exceptions to
a conditional in their consideration of the likelihood of conclusions from it and so the
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probability of the conditional does not have to be 1 for it to be considered true (e.g., Geiger & Oberauer, 2007; see also Oaksford & Chater, 2007, 2018; Singmann, Klauer, &
Beller, 2016; but for evidence against this claim, see Byrne & Johnson-Laird, 2019). A
person who assigned a high degree of certainty to the conditional will make the modus
ponens inference with a high degree of certainty too. A probabilistically valid inference
is one for which the uncertainty of its conclusion does not exceed the sum of the uncertainties of its premises. The modus tollens inference requires additional steps. One strategy is akin to a reductio ad absurdum—assume p and conclude q by modus ponens, and
since the conclusion q and the premise not-q are a contradiction, conclude not-p (e.g.,
Evans, 2007; Evans & Over, 2004).
On this theory, the suppression of inferences by an additional condition arises because
the second conditional leads people to no longer believe in the certainty that the first conditional is true (e.g., George, 1995; O’Brien, 1993; Politzer & Braine, 1991; Stevenson &
Over, 1995). For example, an individual who assigned a high probability to the first conditional,
If she watered the plants they bloomed P(q|p) = .75

may assign an even higher probability to an additional condition, if they believe it is a
crucial condition, for example,
If the sun shone the plants bloomed P(q|r) = .95

And their high belief in the second conditional will lead them to doubt the truth of the
first conditional, which they will now revise downwards, for example,
If she watered the plants they bloomed P(q|p) = .25

The modus ponens inference is thus suppressed because the degree of belief in the first
conditional is reduced through this revision. We note this account appears to struggle to
explain the observation that people make inferences such as modus ponens with equal frequency from each conditional (Cariani & Rips, 2017), and modus ponens is suppressed
equally whether individuals are given the minor premise corresponding to the antecedent
of the first conditional or the second one (Byrne et al., 1999).
The suppositional account proposes that the probability of a counterfactual such as “if
she had watered the plants they would have bloomed” at the present time is the same as
the probability of a factual conditional such as “if she watered the plants they bloomed”
at a previous time (e.g., Evans, 2007; Evans & Over, 2004; Over et al., 2007). Given a
high degree of belief in the factual conditional at a previous time,
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If she watered the plants they bloomed P(q|p) = .75

the probability of a counterfactual at the present time will be similar,
If she had watered the plants they would have bloomed P(q|p) = .75

People think about only one possibility according to a singularity principle (Evans,
2007, p. 74), and numerical values represent both their strength of belief in the counterfactual consequent given the counterfactual antecedent, and strengths of belief in each of
the implicated facts—that she did not water the plants, and that they did not bloom. On
this view, “Johnson-Laird and Byrne (2002) propose two models rather than one for the
initial representation of counterfactual conditionals. The suppositional theory assumes
that implicature may be readily added to the representation of all conditionals, and hence
there is nothing intrinsically different in adding the -p -q case here” (Evans, Over, &
Handley, 2005, p. 1049). Inferences such as modus ponens are made from a counterfactual by assessing prior beliefs about its conditional probability,
If she had watered the plants they would have bloomed P(q|p) = .75

whereas inferences such as modus tollens are made by assessing beliefs about the implied
facts:
She did not water the plants P (not-p) = .95
The plants did not bloom
P (not-q) = .95

As a result, one way for the theory to provide an ad hoc explanation for why modus
tollens is made more frequently from a counterfactual than a factual conditional is to
assume that the implied facts are assigned higher degrees of belief than the counterfactual
itself (e.g., we assign .95 to them above for illustration). A challenge for this approach,
however, is that the elevation is observed even for neutral or abstract counterfactuals, for
which participants can have no prior beliefs about the facts (e.g., Byrne & Tasso, 1999).
If the account proposes that counterfactual elevation occurs because the modus tollens
inference is made by reference to the known or presupposed facts, then it must predict
that modus tollens will continue to be elevated even when additional conditions are
known about. Suppose someone says to you about a game of cards, “if I had had two
kings I would have won.” You may believe the counterfactual to be highly likely, and
you may believe the presupposed facts to be highly likely too—she did not have two
kings, she did not win. But suppose you then discover that her opponent had two aces.
You will revise your belief in the counterfactual—it now seems highly unlikely. Instead,
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you may believe if she had had two kings—and her opponent had not had two aces—she
would have won. But what of the facts—is there any need to revise your belief in them?
It is still highly likely that she did not have two kings, and that she did not win. So, there
is no need to revise your degrees of belief in the facts just because new information leads
you to revise your degrees of belief in the counterfactual. Hence, modus tollens from a
counterfactual, which is based on the facts according to the suppositional theory, should
continue to be elevated, even when additional conditions are known about. The account
must predict that knowledge of the known or presupposed facts will take precedence over
knowledge of additional conditions. A putative way to provide an ad hoc explanation for
counterfactual suppression is to propose that modus tollens is suppressed for counterfactuals with additional conditions because new information (about the additional condition)
leads you to revise not only your belief in the first counterfactual but also your belief in
the counterfactual’s presupposed facts. But this explanation requires a systematic account
of the circumstances under which degrees of belief in the facts should be revised because
of revision to degrees of belief in the counterfactual. As the cards example shows, revision of belief in a counterfactual need not necessarily affect belief in the facts. The
results of Experiments 1a and 1b do not support the idea that people make inferences
such as modus tollens by relying on the likelihood of the presupposed facts, separately
from the likelihood of the counterfactuals.
Another putative explanation is that a conditional with an additional background condition, such as “if the library stays open she will study late in the library” casts doubt on
the certainty of the first conditional because the background condition fundamentally
undermines its assumptions (George, 1995; Politzer & Braine, 1991; Stevenson & Over,
1995). On this view, the default interpretation of the first conditional is that “all things
being equal” the antecedent leads to the consequent, but the conditional with the background condition calls this “no abnormal conditions” assumption into question (see also
Oaksford & Chater, 2007; Stenning & van Lambalgen, 2012). But the results of Experiment 3a indicate that the suppression of modus tollens does not depend on a background
additional condition that calls assumptions of normality into question to undermine the
certainty of the first conditional, since it occurs for negated alternatives. The “abnormal
conditions” idea cannot explain the switched-suppression observed in Experiment 3a. An
alternative about having a book to read does not have the quality of undermining “all
things being equal.” So this account must predict that belief in the likelihood of a conditional, “if Lisa did not have an essay to write she did not study late in the library” is not
affected in such a way by a conditional with an alternative, “if Lisa did not have a book
to read she did not study late in the library.” The alternative in the second conditional
does not undermine the truth of the first conditional or call its default assumptions into
question. The suppositional conditional version of probabilist theories of reasoning cannot
explain why modus tollens is suppressed by conditionals with negated alternatives.
A different probabilist theory is based on a structural theory of causation, causal Bayes
nets (Pearl, 2011, 2013). The theory proposes that people construct causal models, for
example,
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A

B

C

in which nodes represent causes and effects, arrows represent causal direction from cause
to effect, and a conditional probability table at each node gives the probability that a
node is present or absent conditional on its causes (e.g., Lucas & Kemp, 2015; Sloman &
Lagnado, 2005). A reasoner can make changes to the model by “intervention” on a node
to reflect a counterfactual assumption, for example, the intervention of imagining that B
is absent deletes links into B, and inferences can be made about the effect of such an
action on A, and on C (e.g., Pearl, 2011, 2013). A counterfactual’s probability is determined by conditional probability information about how effects depend on causes in the
causal model, and it relies on the “do” intervention operator, P(c | b. do b), that is, the
conditional probability of c given that b was observed, but counterfactually removed. The
theory has been adapted as an account of human reasoning (e.g., Sloman & Lagnado,
2005) and can accommodate causal relations such as over-determination (Lagnado, Gerstenberg, & Zultan, 2013). It may require additions to incorporate norms (e.g., Dehghani,
Iliev, & Kaufmann, 2010) and heuristics to identify nodes as causes or effects of a target
node (e.g., Meder, Gerstenberg, Hagmayer, & Waldmann, 2010).
To explain the suppression of inferences when there are several causes, integration rules
determine how the parents of a node combine, for example, an OR rule gives probability 1
unless both causes are absent (e.g., Fernbach & Erb, 2013; Oaksford & Chater, 2018),

A
V

C

B
An AND-NOT rule gives probability 1 if a generative cause, for example, she waters
the plants, is present and a preventative cause, for example, the sun does not shine, is
absent,
A

C

-V
B

People endorse an inference in direct proportion to the conditional probability of the
conclusion given the categorical premise (e.g., Oaksford & Chater, 2018). The modus
ponens inference is made with a probability corresponding to the degrees of belief in the
conditional probability of the conditional, P (q|p), that is, 1  P(not-q|p) (Oaksford &
Chater, 2018). People consider the modus tollens premise as a falsifying, p, not-q, counterexample to an if p then q conditional (Oaksford & Chater, 2018). It requires assessing
belief in the likelihood of the non-occurrence of the antecedent, given the non-occurrence
of the consequent, P (not-p|not-q), that is (Oaksford & Chater, 2018, p. 884):
1PðqÞ Pð pÞPðnotqjpÞ=1PðqÞ:
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When there are multiple causes, people may make the modus tollens inference by assuming that an explicit disabler, B (e.g., the sun not shining), occurs, that is, P(not-a|not-c, b)
(Oaksford & Chater, 2017, 2018). A probability, P0, before information is learned, can
be changed given new evidence to a different probability, P1; P1 can be lower than P0
given non-monotonicity (Oaksford & Chater, 2004; Oaksford & Chater, 2018).
On this account, dynamical reasoning could explain why additional information suppresses inferences from counterfactual conditionals. For example, for the modus tollens
inference from “if she watered the plants they bloomed, if the sun shone they bloomed,”
the conditional with the additional condition, for example, “if the sun shone the plants
bloomed” lowers the conditional probability, P(not-p|not-q), that is, the probability she
did not water the plants given that they did not bloom because it makes clear that the
plants may not have bloomed because the sun did not shine. Reasoners can compare the
probability of the plants not blooming because they were not watered, and the probability
of them not blooming because there was no sun. But the evidence from Experiments 3a
and 3b that the modus tollens inference is not suppressed for a pair of negated conditionals with additional conditions goes against this view. For negated conditionals with additionals, such as “if she did not water the plants they did not bloom, if the sun did not
shine they did not bloom,” the conditional with the additional condition, “if the sun did
not shine the plants did not bloom” should also lower the conditional probability, P(notp|not-q), this time, the probability she watered the plants given that they bloomed because
it makes clear that the plants may have bloomed because the sun shone. Reasoners can
compare the probability of the plants blooming because they were watered, and the probability of them blooming because the sun shone. The modus tollens inference should
thereby be suppressed for negated conditionals with additional conditions on this view.
The evidence from Experiments 3a and 3b that the modus tollens inference is suppressed
instead for a pair of negated conditionals with alternatives is also challenging. A putative
defense could be that reasoners re-interpret the modus tollens inference from a negated
conditional, such as “if she did not water the plants they did not bloom” to be instead an
affirmation of the consequent inference from its affirmative counterpart, “if she watered
the plants they bloomed.” The probability of endorsing an inference depends on the conditional probability of the conclusion, given the minor premise (e.g., Oaksford & Chater,
2018). The modus tollens inference from the pair of negated conditionals with alternatives,
“if she did not water the plants they did not bloom, if it did not rain they did not bloom”
depends on calculating the conditional probability of the conclusion “she watered the
plants” given the minor premise “the plants bloomed,” that is, P (watered | bloomed). Similarly, the affirmation of the consequent inference from the corresponding pair of affirmative
conditionals, “if she watered the plants they bloomed, if it rained they bloomed” depends
on calculating the conditional probability of the conclusion “she watered the plants” given
the minor premise “the plants bloomed,” that is, P (watered | bloomed). Hence, the suppression occurs because people translate the given negative information to be affirmative
and calculate only the probability that she watered the plants given that they bloomed. This
defense requires the assumption that reasoners do not reason about the plants not blooming
if she did not water them, but instead draw conclusions based only on their beliefs about
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her watering the plants given that they bloomed. Yet it appears overly restrictive to claim
that people cannot think directly about negative conditionals.
The causal Bayes net theory does not explain the counterfactual elevation effect.
Instead, tests of the theory have focused on the tendency to refrain from modus tollens
when counterfactuals describe the prevention of a cause (e.g., Sloman & Lagnado, 2005;
see also Lucas & Kemp, 2015; Meder, Hagmayer, & Waldmann, 2009). For example,
when participants were told that movement of A causes B to move, and both A and B
were moving, and they were asked, “suppose B were observed to not be moving, would
A still be moving?” most of them said no, that is, they made the modus tollens inference.
But when they were asked instead, “suppose B were prevented from moving, would A
still be moving?” most of them said yes (Sloman & Lagnado, 2005). They made fewer
modus tollens inferences from counterfactuals that described interventions compared to
ones that described observations, for counterfactual interventions for which the real state
was known, and hypothetical ones for which the real state was not known (e.g., Lucas &
Kemp, 2015; Meder et al., 2009). A further challenge to this account is the observation
that in a causal system in which A or B causes C, an intervention on C minimally prunes
the causal model to remove links into C, which supports the counterfactual, “If C hadn’t
occurred, A would still have occurred.” But people tend to infer instead that when C did
not occur, neither A nor B could have occurred (e.g., Rips 2010; see also Rips &
Edwards, 2013). Another difficulty for the causal Bayes nets approach is that both the
suppression effect and the counterfactual elevation effect have been observed for conditionals that convey a wide variety of relations between the antecedent and consequent,
including not only causal content but also many other sorts of contents, such as intentions, inducements, definitions, social regulations, and even arbitrary relations. Notwithstanding applications of the probabilistic logic approach to abstract conditionals (e.g.,
Oaksford & Chater, 2004, 2018), it remains unspecified how the causal Bayes nets
approach extends to non-causal contents, nor indeed how it can explain the findings of
differences in counterfactual thoughts about causal sequences from those about other sorts
of relations, such as intention sequences (e.g., Walsh & Byrne, 2007; see also Walsh &
Byrne, 2004; for a review see Byrne, 2016).

11. Conclusion
What is the best way to combine beliefs about background conditions and beliefs about
presupposed facts? The question is a crucial epistemological one. The results of the six
experiments reported here indicate that most people give precedence to beliefs about additional conditions over beliefs about presupposed facts. The results were predicted by the theory that people combine these beliefs by relying on the simulation of the possibilities that
are consistent with them (e.g., Byrne & Johnson-Laird, 2019; Khemlani et al., 2018).
Understanding how different sorts of conflicting beliefs are resolved is crucial for
understanding human reasoning in many applied settings such as reasoning by juries
(e.g., Moreno-Rios & Byrne, 2018). Another important application is in eXplainable AI
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(XAI), to explain the otherwise unintelligible decisions of complex AI systems, such as
automated neural networks trained on vast amounts of data (e.g., Biran & Cotton, 2017;
Hoffman, Miller, Mueller, Klein, & Clancey, 2018). The use of counterfactuals in XAI
has many benefits (e.g., Byrne, 2019; Miller, 2019). For example, an explanation system
for an autonomous vehicle could provide an explanation for a decision to swerve onto the
pavement, in the form of a counterfactual such as, “if the car had braked, the passenger
would have been injured.” It could provide further elaboration by referring to additional
background conditions, “if a vehicle detected close behind the car had rear-ended it, the
passenger would have been injured.” Our results indicate that beliefs about additional
background conditions—for example, that the car braking and a vehicle close behind
rear-ending it would lead to a passenger being injured—take precedence over beliefs
about the presupposed facts of a situation—for example, that in this case, the car did not
brakes and the vehicle behind it did not rear-end it in fact. The discovery has important
consequences for the sorts of counterfactual explanations that human users may find helpful to ensure they trust the decisions of complex AI systems. Overall, the suppression of
inferences by background conditions, and the elevation of inferences by presupposed
facts, and the way people integrate these two sorts of knowledge, have many practical
implications, as well as widespread consequences for understanding human reasoning.
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